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Overview

- Historical development of bulk RNA-Seq

- Types of bulk RNA-Seq

- Focus on 3’ methods

- Common expressions: read length, coverage and depth

- Quality control

- Alignment and Mapping

- Contamination analysis

- Quantifying gene expression
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Historical overview

1970s 1980s 1990s present

Northern Blot qPCR Microarray RNA-Seq
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RNA-Seq has replaced microarrays

NIH Funding for Gene Expression Studies – New Grants

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BLS_YY9HeM&ab_channel=IowaInstituteofHumanGenetics
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RNA-Seq has replaced microarrays

NIH Funding for Gene Expression Studies – New Grants

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BLS_YY9HeM&ab_channel=IowaInstituteofHumanGenetics

RNA-Seq Publications
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Types of bulk RNA-Seq

mRNA-Seq total RNA-Seq small RNA-Seq
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Types of bulk RNA-Seq

mRNA-Seq total RNA-Seq small RNA-Seq

TruSeq Stranded mRNA Total TNA-Seq w/RiboZero

Adapted from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BLS_YY9HeM&ab_channel=IowaInstituteofHumanGenetics
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3’ vs full-length RNA-Seq

full-length 3’

Tandonnet S. and Torres T. T., Genomics Data 2017
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3’ vs full-length RNA-Seq

full-length 3’

• In the classic RNA-Seq procedure, RNA is fragmented and converted in cDNA using small primers of 

random sequence

• In 3’ RNA-Seq library, mRNA molecules are randomly fragmented, but only 3’ portion of an mRNA is

sequenced, using polyT oligos

Tandonnet S. and Torres T. T., Genomics Data 2017
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3’ vs full-length RNA-Seq

Tandonnet S. and Torres T. T., Genomics Data 2017

Example of 3’ method: QuantSeq

Pros

• Low input and low quality samples

• Faster library preparation protocol

• Cost saving

Cons

• No splicing information

• Requires reference genome

• Only eukaryotic samples 

(requires polyA)

full-length 3’

• In the classic RNA-Seq procedure, RNA is fragmented and converted in cDNA using small primers of 

random sequence

• In 3’ RNA-Seq library, mRNA molecules are randomly fragmented, but only 3’ portion of an mRNA is

sequenced, using polyT oligos
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Single-end and Paired-end sequencing

RNA fragment

Reference genome

Alignement

Sequencing fragment 1 (forward)

RNA fragment

Reference genome

Sequencing fragment 1 (forward)

Sequencing fragment 2 (reverse)

Alignement

Single-end Paired-end
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Read length

Number of base pairs (bp) sequenced from a DNA/RNA fragment

It corresponds directly to reagents used on NGS instruments
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Read length

Number of base pairs (bp) sequenced from a DNA/RNA fragment

It corresponds directly to reagents used on NGS instruments

75 bp

100 bp

150 bp

Short reads: gene expression profiling

Longer reads: new transcriptome, WGS eukaryote

Longest reads: amplicon sequencing, metagenomics
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Coverage and depth

Coverage: number of reads that

align to, or «cover» a known

reference. It describes how

often, in average, a reference

sequence is covered by bases

from the reads

# sequenced bases

(= # bases of all mapped reads)

# bases of reference
C =

reads

Adapted from www.ecseq.com
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Coverage and depth

Coverage: number of reads that

align to, or «cover» a known

reference. It describes how

often, in average, a reference

sequence is covered by bases

from the reads

Depth: total number of usable

reads from the sequencing

machine (usually used in the 

unit of «number of reads», in 

millions). Specially used for 

RNA-Seq

# sequenced bases

(= # bases of all mapped reads)

# bases of reference
C =

reads

reads

Sequencing depth = total number of 

reads

Adapted from www.ecseq.com
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Coverage and depth

Coverage: number of reads that

align to, or «cover» a known

reference. It describes how

often, in average, a reference

sequence is covered by bases

from the reads

Depth: total number of usable

reads from the sequencing

machine (usually used in the 

unit of «number of reads», in 

millions). Specially used for 

RNA-Seq

# sequenced bases

(= # bases of all mapped reads)

# bases of reference
C =

reads

reads

Sequencing depth = total number of 

reads

Adapted from www.ecseq.com

What is a good coverage for NGS projects?
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Coverage and depth

Coverage: number of reads that

align to, or «cover» a known

reference. It describes how

often, in average, a reference

sequence is covered by bases

from the reads

Depth: total number of usable

reads from the sequencing

machine (usually used in the 

unit of «number of reads», in 

millions). Specially used for 

RNA-Seq

# sequenced bases

(= # bases of all mapped reads)

# bases of reference
C =

reads

reads

Sequencing depth = total number of 

reads

Adapted from www.ecseq.com

What is a good coverage for NGS projects?
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The importance of sequencing depth

#DE genes vs. Reps vs #Reads (High Expr) #DE genes vs. Reps vs #Reads (Medium Expr) #DE genes vs. Reps vs #Reads (Low Expr)

Liu et al., Bioinformatics 2014

For High Expressed genes: Increasing sequencing depth has little effect on increasing number of DE 

genes detected, while biological replicates are more beneficial
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The importance of sequencing depth

#DE genes vs. Reps vs #Reads (High Expr) #DE genes vs. Reps vs #Reads (Medium Expr) #DE genes vs. Reps vs #Reads (Low Expr)

Liu et al., Bioinformatics 2014

For High Expressed genes: Increasing sequencing depth has little effect on increasing number of DE 

genes detected, while biological replicates are more beneficial

For Low Expressed genes: Both sequencing depth and biological replicates increases power to detect

DE genes
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Machine output: .fastq files
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Machine output: .fastq files
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Machine output: .fastq files
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Machine output: .fastq files
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Line 1: always begins with a @, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description

Machine output: .fastq files

Adapted from scilifelab.github.io
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Line 1: always begins with a @, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description

Line 2: raw sequence letters

Machine output: .fastq files

Adapted from scilifelab.github.io
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Line 1: always begins with a @, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description

Line 2: raw sequence letters

Line 3: begins with a + and it optionally followed by the same sequence identifier

Machine output: .fastq files

Adapted from scilifelab.github.io
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Line 1: always begins with a @, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description

Line 2: raw sequence letters

Line 3: begins with a + and it optionally followed by the same sequence identifier

Line 4: quality scores for the sequence in line 2. It must have the same number of symbols than line 2

Machine output: .fastq files

Adapted from scilifelab.github.io
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Line 1: always begins with a @, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description

Line 2: raw sequence letters

Line 3: begins with a + and it optionally followed by the same sequence identifier

Line 4: quality scores for the sequence in line 2. It must have the same number of symbols than line 2

The quality score is calculated by using the Phred Quality Score:

Q = -10log(P), where P is the probability of base calling being incorrect

Machine output: .fastq files

Adapted from scilifelab.github.io
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Line 1: always begins with a @, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description

Line 2: raw sequence letters

Line 3: begins with a + and it optionally followed by the same sequence identifier

Line 4: quality scores for the sequence in line 2. It must have the same number of symbols than line 2

The quality score is calculated by using the Phred Quality Score:

Q = -10log(P), where P is the probability of base calling being incorrect

Machine output: .fastq files

Adapted from scilifelab.github.io
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Quality control
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Quality control
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Alignment/mapping

What to do with all the collected

reads?
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Alignment/mapping

What to do with all the collected

reads?

We need to understand

which gene they come from, their

position on the genome
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Alignment/mapping

Align to a reference genome
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Alignment/mapping

Align to a reference genome De novo alignment
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Alignment/mapping

Align to a reference genome De novo alignment

In both cases, the output is a SAM/BAM file

(Sequence Alignment/Map format)
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Alignment/mapping – computational example

Bash script to align some fastq files coming from a QuantSeq experiment
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Alignment/mapping – computational example

Bash script to align some fastq files coming from a QuantSeq experiment

The tools and the parameters that have been used strictly depends on the experiment.
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Contamination analysis

Given some typical microorganisms usually responsible for samples contamination, we try to 

understand if unmapped reads come from some of these microorganisms.

At the end, we obtain contamination reports.
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Contamination analysis

Given some typical microorganisms usually responsible for samples contamination, we try to 

understand if unmapped reads come from some of these microorganisms.

At the end, we obtain contamination reports.
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Quantifying gene/other features expression

"The genomic coordinates of where the read is mapped (BAM) are cross-referenced with the genomic 

coordinates of whichever feature you are interested in counting expression of (GTF), it can be exons, 

genes or transcripts"

hbctraining.github.io
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Quantifying gene/other features expression

hbctraining.github.io

Quantification output: A count matrix, where rows are genes (or transcripts or other features) and 

columns are samples
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Quantifying gene/other features expression

hbctraining.github.io

Quantification output: A count matrix, where rows are genes (or transcripts or other features) and 

columns are samples

How to report the results? CPM, FPKM, RPKM, etc…


